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Late on Tuesday, October 9, 2012, I read the news that a group of Taliban gunmen wearing masks had stormed onto a bus in Pakistan and shot a 15-year-old girl in the head, wounding two others as well. The targeted victim was Malala Yousafzai, who had outraged the Taliban by taking to the blogosphere to advocate for the rights of women, especially for the right of girls in her region to an education. She had been speaking out since the age of 11, and the fundamentalists had decided it was time to silence her. The New York Times reported that a bullet was lodged in Malala’s brain, and it was unclear if she would survive—or, if she survived, what her quality of life might be going forward.

Like most people, I was heart-sickened by the Taliban’s act, and being a poet I had no choice but to get my reaction down in words. But the small poem that flowed onto my notebook page surprised me: Instead of anguish or raw dismay, it expressed admiration for Malala’s courage and a conviction that her example would survive, even if she herself might not. I decided to post my poem on my blog without changing a word, less as an example of great poetry than as a cry in the dark.

When I logged on to my computer to post the poem, a notice popped up that a fellow blogger, the Canadian poet and critic Conrad DiDiodato (an early riser), had already posted a poetic response to the news about Malala in the form of a haiku. I read it and liked it so much that I decided to tinker slightly with my poem so that, like his, it directly addressed Malala. Then I posted my poem and a snippet from and a link to The New York Times article, pointed my readers to Conrad’s poem on his blog, and ended the post with this offhand remark: “Perhaps we need a worldwide garland of poems beginning with ‘Malala....’”
Within the hour I received an email from Diane Kistner, Director of FutureCycle Press, offering to produce an anthology of poems honoring the life and vision of Malala Yousafzai with all of the proceeds donated to an appropriate charitable organization in Malala’s name. The anthology would become one of the press’s Good Works projects, “issue-oriented anthologies of work designed to increase awareness and help make our world a better place.” After a few weeks of hectic discussion and planning, Diane tapped me and poet/editor Andrea L. Watson to edit the collection.

As word got out about the project, submissions began to come in from poets all over the world. Many more heartfelt poems were submitted to us than we could possibly include in the anthology, but we read every one of them. Many poets included letters of support for Malala, expressing a sense of deep concern, connection, and love—yes, love—for her. Clearly, this brave young woman had stirred the voices in all of us to rise up and be heard.

Now, a fast-paced year later, Malala: Poems for Malala Yousafzai is complete. It begins with the two “seed poems” from which it grew—Conrad’s and my own—and spirals out in beautiful and unexpected ways to touch, through the imaginations of scores of poets, on the meaning of Malala’s message. It is first, of course, a message of suffering and survival; but more, it is a message of courage, commitment, and freedom of the mind and spirit.

***

Anyone who saw Malala speak before the United Nations on her sixteenth birthday—July 12, 2013, declared by U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and the United Nations as “Malala Day”—knows how powerful and inspiring her message is. “Dear sisters and brothers,” she addressed us all, and the world found it impossible not to listen to her clear, determined voice. Rather than lament the evil that had been done to her, Malala expressed confidence in the justice of her goals and focused her gaze firmly on a future in which governments “ensure freedom and equality for women so that they
can flourish.” Simply and elegantly, Malala expressed what all of us know but too easily forget: “One child, one teacher, one book and one pen can change the world.”

Is it possible, too, that one poet, one pen, and one poem can change the world? Has not history already answered that question for us? In a cultural sense, poets have traditionally been “first responders,” although the current bias in the West is against poetry that speaks from an ideologically engaged position. In fact, cultural arbiters—academia, arts organizations, grant-making foundations, and the vast majority of publishers—prefer to foster the careers of poets who adopt strictly personal and/or theoretical stances in their work.

These arbiters especially devalue public poetry. Hence the outrage when, in 1968, Robert Bly not only won the National Book Award for his deeply political _The Light Around the Body_ but publicly turned over his award money to an activist group opposed to the Vietnam War. And when Sam Hamill edited and published an anthology of poems against the Second Gulf War, the collection was widely condemned by reviewers, many of whom declared poetry unsuitable for political expression. In the past few years, poets called upon to write public poems for presidential inaugurations have been widely mocked—often not for writing poorly, but for attempting to address public concerns at all.

Why should poets be denied the kind of intimate public address we heard from Malala? Why should poets not be free to respond to events outside the narrow confines of their own neighborhoods and their customary poetics?

***

This anthology is evidence that some poets still dare to respond to what’s happening in the larger world, and we believe they are making a significant contribution in doing so. They demonstrate that poetry can have a real-world effect—that writing poems need not be just an academic exercise or a means of advancing one’s “literary career.” With _Malala_, poets are helping to raise awareness about the oppression of
women. Perhaps they can also raise some money to help educate girls and relegate their oppression to the past.

Of course, nobody thinks that poetry alone can end oppression any more than it has ever ended a war, but it can push readers to think beyond their personal concerns. Maybe, in the process, it can help them understand that the cause of a child crying out for intellectual freedom in a foreign country is their own cause, too.

—Joseph Hutchison
My parents believed that everything was possible for their daughter.

Hold your head up high and walk into the future.

At a women’s college, whose strong liberal arts curriculum stressed intellect, profession, and community, I quickly came to appreciate the camaraderie of like minds learning and living together. Years later, teaching at St. Mary’s Academy, in Colorado, one of the oldest college preparatory high schools for young women in the United States, how wonderful it was to once again find and foster that same vision—women attaining their power through education.

Somehow, I took that endless horizon of choices—in education, family, and career—for granted. If everything were possible for women in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, would it not be so across pockets of distant valleys, pathways leading to schoolrooms, lights burning in houses where someone else’s daughter, late at night, was reading and dreaming about her future?

***

The tragic events of October 9, 2012—another “shot heard ’round the world”—clearly were a clarion call to generations of women, and men, who recognized that the concept of education and living out one’s dream is incredibly fragile. When Taliban assassins in the Swat Valley of Pakistan entered a school bus and targeted, and then shot, a young activist for women’s education, each bullet was a message: Resistance to lives of power for women, even in this twenty-first century, is terrifyingly real.

The world watched and waited for news of that 15-year-old girl, Malala Yousafzai of Mingora in Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, who had been sentenced to death by extremists for writing a diary about life under the Taliban for BBC Urdu. We came to know her parents, Toorpekai and Ziauddin Yousazai, who had so presciently named her after the Pashtun poetess and warrior, Malalai of Maiwand. They had
held hopes for their only daughter’s future. They too had wanted everything possible for her.

Through the months, we commiserated and prayed along with them for Malala’s recovery in a British hospital. We heard the poignant words of her father: “When she fell, Pakistan stood.” And it was with such gladness that her admirers learned of Malala’s painstaking but hopeful recovery from her gunshot wounds.

Later, how extraordinary to see Malala walk through the halls of the United Nations, the scarf of Benazir Bhutto, assassinated leader of Pakistan, worn about her shoulders. To hear her wise words: “I raise up my voice—not so that I can shout, but so that those without a voice can be heard.” In recognizing Malala’s humility, courage, and wisdom, who could not be inspired by such a young woman?

Thus, I was honored to be asked to co-edit, with Joseph Hutchison, this anthology of poems dedicated to the work of Malala Yousafzai, who continues to be brave and smart and stubborn in her belief that, with education, the world is limitless for women.

***

Throughout the months after FutureCycle Press placed its Call for Submissions, poems flooded in daily. At first, they were poems of outrage, then sadness, then hope, then finally joy—poems from across this continent and around the world. Motifs evolved as Joe and I read hundreds of responses: land, sky, flight, flowers, daughters, dreams, mothers, rituals. While we ultimately selected poems with an emphasis on the central themes of the life and aspirations of Malala, we chose not to print poems that contained rants or invective. We admired poems that were heartfelt while demonstrating form or craft; poems with fresh viewpoints; poems that spoke to us—and even sang to us. The anthology came together while Malala healed, while the words we read helped us to heal too.

***
Today, as we appreciate the poems within, let this book be a global appeal for all children to expect the right to an education and to freedom of thought. One voice speaking out for so many others is really one hundred thousand voices—those pens and books and papers and poems—ennobling us all.

*Malala, hold your head up high. Walk into the future.*

—Andrea L. Watson
“One child, one teacher, one book and one pen can change the world.”

—MALALA YOUSAFZAI
“Malala Day” speech to the United Nations
July 12, 2013
Malala

Malala—

walking arm in arm,

deep stairway
Malala

Malala—
the way forward’s
always first
into darkness,
then through it—
the light you carry,
that old-soul courage—
millions will follow
Wild Rhubarb

In a Pakistani school bus
one just her age is gunned down.

It is in a country where perfect
daughters of stunned women are married

at eight, or disfigured by bullets or acid,
their fierce zeal to learn, to choose, withered.

In her country, there are those who seek,
from behind the Cross, to direct

her body, husband the books she reads.
The summer she begins to bleed,

her parents’ back lawn stretches flawless
save for one large weed in the epicenter.

Sent out to clear it, she kneels, pulls
off the toughest leaves, dark with toxin,

spies the wrist-thick, yellow rhizome
plugged deep into red, hard

Kansas clay. She begins to dig,
and as she sweats, learns something about
determination, about the wild, unruly
beauty of blemish; that despite the most
ferocious gods, new growth will push
forth lush, thicker, greener shoots.
You board the school bus, ask
for her by name: “She who has flow.”

Grazed by the gun she
becomes that bird, that bird
on the back of your doubt
poised to remake your ruin
expose your rotting moment
to air.

What does it do to you—
your slack-eye, your skill—
when she rejects your dirt
as fallow, spits it out as rust?

The world will gape
pretend what happened
is new, assume your aim
was accidental.
She holds to her grit.
In the hospital room, in Swat Valley
grief sleeps.

Scientists say the molecules
in her mind are descendants
of shattered stars: She will
don't be denied deep space
to inhabit, a reach to sketch
her milky way.

This one you must leave.
It is our honey.
It is our shot.
In what empty ravine of rocks and dirt
does her hungry mind drift now that we
can feed only her body, which we sting with fluids and medicine?
Once I starved to know more, too,
than how to cook dahl or pray for a calm house.
I could see the winds whirl the snows on the sharp, jagged
mountains that surround us and wanted to know
what stirred those icy flakes and currents
yet kept them there on those steep peaks
they cannot escape unless the wind blows them far enough down
to where they can melt in the sun, come summer and release.
I wanted to know how to read the Koran myself and not
depend on these sharp, jagged men
to tell me what it says I should be. I want
so much more for my daughter than I could ever swirl into
in this life. “Here is how you find
the area of a triangle,” my husband, a teacher, once explained.
To know the depth of these mountains, to be able to calculate
the distance between them—that is the greatest gift
any of us can give her. She can read
the Koran. She knows
it does not forbid her an education.
These men are angry and afraid because they cannot tell her
what they want her to believe. She can
calculate the area between their sharp corners and betrayals.
She can be so much more than these mountains
have let me be. If only
she can heal enough now. If only
they have not caused such an avalanche
in her brain that she cannot climb back to me.
I listen to the sound of her labored breathing and I know
she is scaling the ridges and crevasses they have made.
I know she is gripping the rocks and ledges of her memory
and climbing slowly back to me, one handhold and foothold at a time.
Malala

What is a symbol or a hero, but a human story told over and over, a photo, a name, a recounting, a bullet in the head, blood smeared across the wooden seats of a van? She gives her story to us for the others, left behind among the veiled and scarved lives in a space walled in by some of the most beautiful mountains in the world. Their treacherous, jagged peaks sharpen against the sky while the snows swirl and avalanche across their faces, scoring crevasses and dark scars across the rock of their bodies like acid thrown across the skin of girls who want to learn enough to glimpse what might lie beyond those impassable borders. Mud brick and stone walls, a few rugs, blankets and bitter winds separate their villages from ours, a deeper and colder rift than the expanse between our continents.
Choosing

At the canyon’s rim,
a banquet of brush, scarlet hats
of maple, gold crowns of ash, rock
outcroppings, a signet gingko tree designed
for thoughts of paradise, or reading
a poem by Emily who hid her
words with silken ribbons.

Don’t hide, don’t listen to men who discourage
dreams or diminish with
consolation. Find the room
that Virginia spoke
of. Let the sunlight flood you with ambition.

In Pakistan, Malala Yousafzai,
aged 11, acknowledged such voices,
small fledglings that hatched
despite the Taliban, their beards
heavy with ownership:
A woman is property, an emblem
to masculine honor in her
silent obedience.

Malala chose and stepped
into the geography of knowledge.
A Young Girl

a young girl goes
into a large
arena—
    it is not in
    the Land of Oz

not a fiction on a youngster’s reading
list
    nor into a fiction of
    lions and tigers and bears

    no easy way to gain the freedom

to explore—

    a young woman bravely goes
Ode

She is a pool of gleam.
She is a seed, the rain.
She is a prairie of idea,
the harvest of motion.
She is rosewater
in a sandstone bowl.
She is the refugee, the tarp
of tent, the flame of fugue.
She is the arms of mothers,
a ribbon in a porcelain moon.
She is a lioness and loneliness,
the newborn swathed in blush.
She is earth yellow, jade,
aquamarine. She is the sea—
el mar, la mer, il mare, samandar.
She is a threshold, an arch,
a minaret. She is every headscarf—
magenta, celeste, amethyst.
She is majestic, magnifique.
She is a luminous lagoon.
She is our hands, our pen.
Malala.
Prism of Light

Wherever it’s found
light throws open windows,
unlatches gates,
loosens links that bind our bodies
and tie us to the ground.

Light breaks through silence, Malala,
as you speak to the leaders
of readings for girls,
of lessons shining.

Light converted the crack
of black bullets, Malala,
fi red point-blank at your temple
where you rode unarmed
in a school bus in Swat:

bright images of you
bandaged in Birmingham
flashed on screens and
burst on the world like a prism.

The sight of your courage
inspires us, Malala.
We stand tall
because of many like you,
light-bearing girl.
Note to the Taliban

I heard how you boarded a van,
asked which girl was Malala,
then shot her in the head.

All that day I gathered my classes outside
to look at the sky, wanting to make sure
the children noticed enormous dark clouds
stealing our view of the mountains while
the sun’s piercing light dazzled
the mounting storm’s edges, creating
exquisite lines.

We had to shield our eyes.
Teach the women this and only this.
We have killed each other over the women.
We have killed ourselves over the women.
We have killed the women because the women are so beautiful we want to die.

We must save the women from themselves.
We must save ourselves from the women.
Teach the women this and only this. They are so beautiful we want to die. We must save them for ourselves only, ourselves only, ourselves only.
21 Grams

The virginal bride, who will spend
a lifetime wearing
the bullet wound as wedding ornament;

42 grams of her shadow sisters,
their schoolbooks
reddened by blood and sand.

The gunman believes
he’s restored the landscape. Hoisted
onto the shoulders of men, he

is measured by grams of stacked bullets,
the bombs he will plant.
Meanwhile, his waiting family

is interrogated by shame. His sister weeps
apology on every channel.
The ululations of mothers join

all of those who have held the faceless,
the shackled, the bled
because of the word.

Silence—how many grams?
Grief

Grief is the marble
with which all palaces
of hearts are built.

Grief is that agony
that wrecked the heart of Abraham
when he placed the dagger
on the neck of his lifelong prayer
in service to the Lord of all worlds.

Grief is that smile
on a mother’s face after
she releases her child, when she bears
the bitterest pain of her life.

Grief is the warm tear
rolling down her cheek
when that same child
robs her of her rights.

What is grief?

Grief is
the bravest daughter of the soil
asking permission to breathe.
The Daughter of Eve

I grew up on knowledge.
I wore clothing
that covered everything.
I ate an apple a day
medicine
biting through the skin
because we couldn’t afford
doctors.
That’s why my brother died
while someone else became rich
and my father lost not only his rib
but his kidney to those who don’t see us
and the bank called the world
fell and all I want to know
is what they call sin?

Me, I have never sinned
unless you call it
being alive.
Kabul

This afternoon I went to the jar, sank my finger in the honey. No one saw me so I let the sweetness linger on my tongue.

At night I paint black around my eyes. I wash it off at morning.

When everyone’s asleep, I draw on scraps of paper I’ve collected, the backs of labels, edges torn from newspapers. This is my secret.

***

Coming back from the highway with my brothers, I dropped my spade, went to lean against the shed, Heard Father’s voice coming from within. He was laughing with Abdullah who says he’ll buy me For three bags of wheat When Father’s done with me. When he does I’ll slash my body with petrol, Strike the match like Laida did.

I watched those two fools empty a giant vat of honey Into another vat, saw them pull out long tubes They scraped with their hands, licked with their tongues. Beneath the amber honey, I saw guns.

Father caught me looking, jumped off his chair, His hands were claws clipping toward me, Shoving me hard against the wall, grabbing me there.
Whore! he screamed then spit on me.
I couldn't move. I couldn't speak.
I covered my face.

Back in the tent
Mother was making lentils,
Hunched over the fire.
I pulled the spoon from her hand, stirred the pot
As if I were her daughter.

***

Today, walking with my brothers, I saw Bashir.
He was leaning against a wall, one leg missing.
I knew, still a shock went through me
Seeing the dirty rags tied around his stump, the blood dried,
What looked like pus.
And how he stood as if he had a leg.
Strange how we never speak
But I walk through him with my eyes,
Enter his hidden rooms.
He was speaking with Khangal about the enemy
But his soft eyes were blazing holes in me,
Forcing me to see the sky and trees with deeper color.
Khangal saw me looking, threw his spade hard against my leg.
The pain was so intense. I bled and bled,
Putting pressure on the wound with just my hand.
My burqa drenched in blood,
He pulled me up by my hair.

I burned in the part of me which was not hurt.

***
Tonight Father had guests. I heard them say
They liked the bread.
I baked it
While Mother took a nap.
She did not say
I baked it. She turned her back to me.

***

I feel sickness inside me all the time.
I enter the back rooms with my father,
Creep out like a rat trapped in its maze,
Seek escape in the next cage where Mother stands
Brewing the food, keeping us snared in this affliction called life.
And I think of our martyrs dying for freedom.
I would like to die for freedom.
But I am a woman
And I do not believe in the paradise Father speaks about
While he beats me with his stick.

***

But every day I keep collecting my scraps of paper.
And when everyone’s asleep,
I draw Bashir, his stump, my father with his guns,
My mother hunched over the fire stirring lentils.
I draw them all out of me.
I open myself to the darkness.
I wait for night to speak.
After the reading four women linger
over words. One recites a new work
from a poetry exercise: *to speak in the voice
of something else*. She lifts a box lid marked
in red, all caps: PARTS

and removes from tissue paper, as if it were
the Shroud of Turin, or the shin bone of some
virgin martyred saint, nearly three feet of tawny
hair, cut off when she was sixteen. *Deliberately*

is all she will say, without further explanation for
the shearing. She begins to apologize and give
away the poem. We shush her and implore: *Just read.*

Unbound from its cardboard coffin, the fall
shimmers under the stage light, still caught at
one end in a blue rubber band. Her words release it:

sun-catcher
flecked red and gold
set loose after scrubbing
to shine and flow over
her young self, still able
to speak, from every strand,
the distance of her life.
Homage to the Salix Women

I salute the willows of Mingora along the river’s southern margin, always among the last trees to loose their leaves. I bow to their suppleness, their sweeping majesty of green umbrellas yellowing in morning sun-fog. Mine is an obeisance to their weeping grace in late season. How like us they are or we like them: bending into tomorrow, our winter’s rest.
etymology of girl

The g-r words denote young animals, children, and all kinds of creatures considered immature, worthless, or past their prime

i won’t say winter, or how the serial moon bends the trees back thick in their dying

too much, we say, too much, this small girl, what is the grass, a child once asked, and now this other girl,

heaps of grass tending (how many) the tender body, the stolen, the would be stolen, here in this field, the girl’s arm tender, here the small shell of her ear tender—such intimate scatter beneath this pulpit sky

cirro, nimbo, cumulo—i want the language of clouds, not this language of daughters, of girls: curl of their hair,

their griefs, we want to think, still light as rain how can we say the lyrical, say deer, heart-track, gold stem,

winter lonely, alone blue moon we say blue moon something like gauze or veil held against the rookery of mouth and its tiny birdsong here are the roots of words i can give you:

malala: all-honey or grief-stricken, and you, dear dead girl of the grass, fetching it to me with full hands, God beholds blossoms, pearls, inner sea fold of petal, flower flesh— what else did men name you centuries centuries
my mother’s death has a name

[From Verbo madre, translated by Mark Smith-Soto]

my mother’s death has a name
many names with first names and surnames

I know no one sweating bent over with pain
will go from door to door calling out
where is the schoolgirl
the one they bludgeoned to death
the town’s powerful men
the ones who wrote around her neck
a stuttering red

I know no one paid for her ransom
Matilde dies

they throw her from the tile roof of the church
and then take communion from her skull

young she was a youthful girl
later my mother
later she wanted to touch the pieces of the game
throw the chess set over
enter like a woman in the circle of men
twisting as best she could the sharp edges
the dragon’s teeth
trying to touch that pot of power
burning her hands with dignity
to twist
the pieces of that game
brandishing her truth
the dead schoolgirl was convinced
she was a queen trying to fly
she was in love
with this little plot of homeland
although that love sounded unpleasing
to the town’s powerful men
it doesn’t matter
since she had much love of the good kind
and the concierges loved her
the common people and
the few honest men that still remain
the women loved her of course
she was a queen trying to fly
clutched to her decency to her armor
of incorruptible love
now she is dead
they killed her with cancer with weariness
with the gross gangrene of rage
they sealed her eyes they sold her
set fire to her senator’s seat
to watch her in flames
to burn her
unmoved schoolgirl
incidentally they burned my mother
now they wear her ashes in their buttonholes
my mother’s death has a name
many names with first names and surnames
right now they are resting in their houses
visiting their wounded mistresses
carrying their souls in a rotten glass
in truth
they act like they don’t know

no difference

I have a corpse of gold
I have an inviolate death
I will go dancing down the street with her body
falling to crumbs
I have Matilde enough to tint the sea

them
when they see what they may see
let them see me

to burn a woman like Iphigenia

death will come to them soon enough
the terrible cramp
I will dance with them that day
and in that thick spider
of their heart
I will lay a burning blade my orphanhood

I will look at them
I will look at them
I will look at them

until then
them
when they see what they may see
let them see me
in the eyes of their children and their children
amen
A Daughter Leads Her Mother Into Sleep

[From Verbo madre, translated by Mark Smith-Soto]

I spoke with the piece of my mother
that didn’t want to die     that wouldn’t give...
that was the colt gone wild
and the live nerve severed in the face of death

so fierce the flaming from the sword she wielded
we had to bury her with her hands tied

I managed to speak with that cold jar
of blood that was about to die
I saw a god in pieces I saw a spike
of gunpowder in her breast

and to that small piece of her inner ear
that fluttered like a sacred silk
like the last sail
the final pulse of a flaming splinter

and to that fragment of mother yet remaining
that weighs more than the world
and is the boiling diamond
I bury between my eyes

to that jar of faith handed to me
by the sad merciful surgeons
I was able to speak
to say

good-bye little one
sleep
there will be no monsters in the dark
Under the black-turbaned militants
even the migratory birds were unable to sleep at night,
disturbed by the ceaseless fire of arms.

_Ghazals_ were forbidden,
and Kabal’s blind poet was no longer heard
to recite his poetry of unrequited love and longing.

The _rabab_ sat in its corner, strings without a melody—
silent as the bat-winged, anonymous women’s
noiseless footfalls, the dawn-shrouded poor and maimed,
picking their way through the dust and rubble
of ruined streets.

It was a crime for them to be heard.

Nothing grew. Not vineyards or wheat, nor pomegranates.
Nothing grew under the sun
in this land of sand and snows, of high Himalayan peaks,
but death, dust, and destruction—the blood-red poppies
in the fields and the local warlord’s beard.

But now again, after seven long years, _ghazals_
are being sung by singers and musicians—
songs to lure back the birds—
exiles returning from the ashes.
Margit, Age 24

Treblinka, Near Warsaw, 1942

Margit stands, naked, with others,
on the lip of the ditch,

the ditch dug for her,
for them.

If she looked up, she could see a row of soldiers,
a row of rifles, ready.

She looks down at the cold freckled skin of her arms;
she has crossed them in front of her.

Across the ditch:
a soldier in a line of soldiers.

My children, what have we taught you?
His shape, his shoulder, his rifle.

Her toes
in the fresh dirt.
I Have Nothing to Say About Fire

I have nothing to say about fire
except my father could build one
I saw his hands as he moved logs into place
his hands which I would know
anywhere I have nothing to say about hands
except his were old and
good I have nothing to say about good
except that it is connected with lucky
they are right and left hands: good and lucky
but good does not always mean lucky I could say something
about guilt because my sister on some other side of the world
to the left or right of lucky
is biting her lip tasting blood she may be
lying on a blanket thinking of pain
I have nothing to say because I have said it
and am lucky undeserving I
who did not earn did not choose did not merit.
I have nothing to say and I have time to say it
and people to listen. I have everything.
Of Emilie, Who Would Have Known...

Newtown, Connecticut, December 2012

It’s what they knew that makes you wail: how to tie a shoe, zip a coat, do an alphabet with magic markers and let it rhyme.

A student of mine learned by heart a poem in a language not her own. When she was lost I wailed: “Not Marian! Not Marian!” Where is the poem now that she is gone? Where’s the phrase to say Good Morning, Dad in Portuguese? I am afraid nobody says it any more, not even in Brazil, since we lost Emilie, the only one who would have known how to console us.
Like the Small Hole by the Path-Side
Something Lives In

Like the small hole by the path-side something lives in,
in me are lives I do not know the names of,

nor the fates of,
nor the hungers of or what they eat.

They eat of me.
Of small and blemished apples in low fields of me
whose rocky streams and droughts I do not drink.

And in my streets—the narrow ones,
unlabelled on the self-map—
they follow stairs down music ears can’t follow,

and in my tongue borrowed by darkness,
in hours uncounted by the self-clock,
they speak in restless syllables of other losses, other loves.

There too have been the hard extinctions,
missing birds once feasted on and feasting.

There too must be machines
like loud ideas with tungsten bits that grind the day.

A few escape. A mercy.

They leave behind
small holes that something unweighed by the self-scale lives in.
John Sibley Williams

Four Casings in an Endless Field

A single flash,
forgotten the moment it passes,
is enough
to divide the sky
forever.

***

The most glorious songs
passed down these long generations
and endlessly repeated over our cradles
like mantras
began as a terrible dissonance
tempered by hope.

***

Retreating to a peaceful time
that never existed
is still the dream
of every unspent cartridge.

***

Permanence means one thing
to the hand that fires,
something else entirely
to the voice that endures.
Grenouille Bleue

Maybe between shouts
an urging, stress of weather
like a fissure, an impasse.
Maybe a blanket?

A coat and towel too.
For the draftsman howling
at the sky, and angels
through the sugar maple.

Wading monastics
washing muslin robes.
Stalk of lemongrass in hand;
raw hemp around ankles.

Twelve shoes tethered,
laced into a bouquet—
quiet love seating itself.
Of moonstone and a dirt road.

Have the bluebells
turned cerulean? At sundown,
an emphatic stress. Of hope,
our soft bundle of ballads.
That it could be like this:
the old whitewashed station
shadowed with leaves, a gleaming bell
announcing the incoming Express,
three veiled women arm in arm
taking their time crossing the platform.

A man in knit cap,
sandals off, hands on knees,
rising from a prayer mat, handing
out sweets from a handspun tunic
to a circle of children.

Among passengers gathered
in freshly painted waiting rooms
no one afraid of the purse on the bench
or the box left alone on the counter.
No one strapped with anything
but suspenders.
Cutting Through the Morass

East of the Karakorams
ambling starry crags, I chisel a trail
above the world’s haze.

No matter how far out I go
the news is always close. Monk, shepherd,
a baker in his shack tell stories
of another blown-up school,
teachers threatened, girls thrashed
by men who raise themselves high
with eager stones.

I fix my walking stick into ice,
let breath dissolve into planet light.
I wonder how many families are sleepless
   tonight, on edge with fear?

By sunrise, I might cross the pass,
meet a soul-bright bloom on her way to school,
scout a new frontier, find an authentic man,
share tea, cup my hands
   around the gift of peace.
Malala

October 12, 2012

Urdu:

Andhon ko unka chehra dikha diya hai Malala ney.
Jehad dar-asl kya hai, sikha diya hai Malala ney.
Jahalat sey hai jang, jata diya hai Malala ney.
Taleem hai farz-e-momin, bata diya hai Malala ney.
Soye huwe seenon ko jaga diya hai Malala ney.
Khoye huwe iman se, mila diya hai Malala ney.
Payam-e-Amn duniya ko, suna diya hai Malala ney.
Her shakhs ko Malala, bana diya hai Malala ney.

English Translation:

The blind have been shown their real face by Malala.
What is true struggle has been taught to us by Malala.
The real fight is against ignorance, has been asserted by Malala.
Education is an obligatory duty of believers, as reminded by Malala.
Apathetic hearts have been shaken awake by Malala.
The lost message of faith has been rediscovered by Malala.
The message of Peace to the World has been conveyed by Malala.
Each one of us feels Malala, has been made possible by Malala.
Malala (Grief-Stricken)

“Grief-stricken is a name I’d use for it,”
the cleric said to his student

as they strolled through the rose garden
to examine the stomped roses.

Above them, the empty blue sky;
around them, noisy school buses.

“Someone must have come here
under cover of cloak or domain,

perhaps enraged at the sight of roses
where before there was just rubble,

or perhaps it was just the old gardener
who could not tolerate——” that was

the word he used in conversation
with his student—“could not tolerate

the way the earth must always renew
itself in beauty,” and kneeling down

the cleric held the rose head in his
hand to highlight the red twirls of it
to his student who kneeled there
beside him, eyes bright and curious,
and he called it feminine, by the pronoun, Malala—“this condition of the world we find ourselves involved in, this one enduring rose that survived.”
Malala

October 13, 2012

Malala, your name sounds like a song but it means grief-stricken in Urdu, language of poets. You are named after a poet, a warrior woman, and you have so lived up to your name.

The courage it takes to cross borders defined by others, courage to uphold freedom to read, learn, speak—to be fully the human that is all our birthright.

“Every girl in Swat is Malala. We will educate ourselves. We will win. They can’t defeat us,” states her classmate.

Now it’s our turn to take up the call, education for every child for which women and girls today rally across India, Pakistan and Afghanistan lands.

Malala, Malala. I hear the ululation of lament and of celebration for her. Can you hear what she’s crying? You can join her common cause. But how fares the girl in her hospital bed now?
That beautiful face blasted. Her voice silenced, her eyes shut. Hang on, girl, hang on. There’s work to be done and we desperately need such spirit among us.

Grief is no time for emotion. Let sky open and open to more sky. Light, we call for light to dispel the darkest oppression. Her name on a million lips in many tongues. Malala, Malala, Malala. Hear the ululation and respond.
Letter of Intent to Adopt

Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA to Mingora, Swat Valley, Pakistan

Schools shut their doors in protest and Pakistanis across the country held vigils to pray for a 14-year old girl who was shot by a Taliban gunman after daring to advocate for girls’ education.

—October 2012

Malala, there is music in your name
and something bitter between your teeth
that, swallowed, turns sweet:

I who have grown daughters
have made a bed for you
in North America where

the aspens declare radiance;
the sumac, ovation of lit matches
raised to the singer. You are brave

beyond these trees that shed light
and leave us lonely. When I say Malala
walking my daily walk,

when I pray your name
in the night, there is spinning, glide
and a partner’s low dip. You

will hum in my hallway as you
drop parcels and garments
before you slam out to the new world.
I am left with the clearing of my throat,  
with my daughters’ abandoned poems.  
Even as we have been schooled  
in a country of schools, still  
we are women, Malala.  
How badly we need the protest  
you practice and insist the world repeat.  
Season of lament and the trees! The trees as they float  
letters to what cannot last. But still, still Malala,  
the bright syllables of your name.
Vani Brides of Pakistan

inspired by a BBC report, December 6, 2005

In the photograph we sit
side by side, only hands and eyes
uncovered—enough to tell
we’re young and lovely—three
sisters fallen victim to Vani:

promised to the enemy; blood feud
settled by forced marriage, we brides
to spend our days as slaves paying
for a male relative’s crime.
Illegal, it happens all the time.

But we three will resist though
the other side insists their honor’s
been insulted: sisters must be handed
over, or fighting will result in
two hundred-plus deaths.

Father’s on our side,
insisting we hide and continue
our studies. My daughters
are innocent, he insists, refusing
to let them squelch our dreams.

If unsuccessful in resisting,
we’ll burn ourselves alive.
Law, religion, family’s on our side.
Poem for Three Women of the World

i. Mussoorie, India
Child, shoeless and filthy, walking this winter
street with intention, I say the tree buds and buds.

ii. Kathmandu, Nepal
Toddler holding my hand, abandoned, fatherless
by law and not a citizen, I say you are a blossom.

iii. Mingora, Pakistan
Young woman, to you I would say your life is a divine
sword, your calculus, the victor’s gold leaf.
Because of That, There Is This

Because of curious children,  
bees dance on the stage.

Because of starry heights,  
footsteps pepper wild trails.

Because of October’s harm,  
November’s refuge asks  
an ancient faith to abide  
women creating honey,  
their scholarship spreading  
wisdom over the sands.
Meteors

Did your eyes flash terror when they hijacked your school bus, one of the men snarling your name down the aisle, scanning each innocent face before lighting on yours? What images blazed just before the bullet grazed your luminous brain, sweet Malala? At the hospital did you have nightmares: Taliban instead of your loved olive trees in the orchards outside your father’s classroom, a thousand points of grief webbing your mother’s face? Or did you dream bright streaks shooting across a black sky? Not disembodied particles of dust but flesh-and-blood women, subversive sisters from the past? Were their stories familiar?

A 17th century girl so bent on learning she hid her body under boys’ clothes to go to school.
A Mexican nun, reproached in an open letter by a bishop masked with a woman’s name replied with a learned defense of girls’ and women’s right to study.
A female German mystic eleven centuries back who depicted God as female.

Why do we doubt the sky is filled with history?

At eleven, Malala, you blogged:

*Why aren’t girls allowed to learn?*
*I want to read books. I want to write them.*

Incandescent little rebel, you’ve already begun.
Letter: Little Daughter

Dear Phuonglinh—

Remember that June rain slanting the world outside A Woman's Place, the shelter where we met that night. Inside, you, fifteen, learning to negotiate two languages, mine and your mother’s. Before the TV she sits devouring images that litter an American screen spitting alien sounds while you and I try to make sense of some words we’re committing to paper: your story of crossing the country to escape a father’s fists, my trying to breathe in all I’m learning here.

I ask you to write the meaning of your name in a poem you say you can't make, but I tell you you can.

So you begin: my name means phoenix, a bird that rises from its ashes. Later when you read aloud, you pause long before the line every one hundred years it burns.

Now twenty years later I wonder where this phoenix has flown. New York? San Francisco? Her mother’s Vietnam village?

Phuonglinh, wherever you are, know there are poems the world needs to read, if only you’ll write them.
no longer throwing
toffee from the sky
but filling the air
with darkness. She
could hear artillery
fire. By morning
half the girls kept
coming to school.
On her way home
she heard a man say
“I will kill you.”
It sounded like a
requiem. Withered
leaves fell through
her hair as if she
was still dreaming.
Dark birds of her
dreams plunging
in flame onto hill
sides that once
looked as if they’d
been dipped in beauty.
Lyn Lifshin

On the Day Rushing to the Metro
Already a Little Late on My Way to Ballet
I Nearly Skid on Acorns, Catch Myself

I think of Malala, maybe rushing, never wanting to think her name means “grief stricken.” Maybe she was humming a song she heard once on TV before the Taliban banned it or was watching leaves drift from the bus or giggling with girl friends. Maybe she was thinking of being a doctor and coming back to treat young children in her region, her Swat. Or maybe she was hoping to see a certain boy with licorice eyes and a smile who always made her giggle. No longer able to wear school uniforms, told to wear plain clothes, Malala wrote in her blog, *Instead, I decided to wear my favorite pink dress.* Maybe the last beautiful thing she saw as the bullet entered her mahogany curls until later she woke up in the hospital’s cone of light.
The Pink Dress

I take my granddaughter to Nordstrom’s.
She picks out a pile of lively pink dresses,
berry-pinks, fuchsia, salmon, flamingo,
tries the hot raspberry with sequin hearts,
spins out to the mirror, auburn braids dancing.
I hear a pale murmur of redheads in pink,
look at the price tag and catch my breath.

My mind springs from
my Lila to Malala, blossoming
at school in her berry-bright dress,
barred from classes and bold, active color
by men who cage daughters in draperies of black,
and I pray her clear voice and spirit prevail.

At the register, I buy the pink dress.
How dare the Taliban take away my basic right to education?
—Malala Yousafzai, September 2008

When I was eleven, all I wanted was an Everybody’s Sweetheart Dress with matching slippers to turn me from dirty-necked kid with dandruff, scabbed knees and hand-me-downs into a princess.

But Malala yearns to clothe herself in learning, would give her life to open the doors of that closet-sized world which strives to button her down, to shroud her in darkness.

Me? I would have given my life for a dress like Shirley Temple’s—sunset-blushed satin, ribbons and lace—a dress the color of my face when I think, now, of what Malala wants.
She wore a dress of feathers.  
She was sister to the moon,  
stoned for her healing touch.

She wore the robe of Isis,  
priestess of the north wind,  
beaten for her sacred touch.

She wore gold-threaded silk,  
this Maharani daughter,  
burned for her widow’s touch.

She wore a silk cheongsam,  
first child in a Chengdu family,  
killed for her baby’s touch.

She wore a dress of kente cloth,  
servant to a queen, secret place  
cut for her sensual touch.

She wore a woolen head scarf,  
this brave Pakistani schoolgirl,  
shot for learning truth’s touch.
Letter to the Parents of
Prospective Suicide Bombers

Who will tend your olive groves when you are old,
rebuild your war-torn houses, find treasures
in the rubble of innocent lives?

I haven’t walked in your shoes, buried good men,
felt your despair. My heart has not been torn by death—
of a child, a family, whole neighborhood.

I cannot tell you how to live,
whom to trust—or hate. But I can beg
for the lives of your children.

I weep for children everywhere: hungry,
afraid, alone. But especially for those we raise
to bomb themselves—and others.

There has to be another door that opens
into light, where everyone sits at the same
table, listening to children’s laughter.
In Arabic

On the phone, the teenage girl speaks a language
her stepsisters don’t understand, a language
she makes into gravel to fling at her father

across a thousand miles. When she hears
his voice, like a mood ring set on a stove,
the atmosphere around her turns dark purple

spiked with yellow-green knives. He tells her
to cover her neck and head. She sounds
as if she were being strangled,

scraping the bottom of a river whose current
presses her under. Water can take a girl
and pin her to a rock, as an uncle pushes a child

against a wall, his hand bigger than her face.
In Amman, women stream the streets,
heads scarved. Some paint their hands

with intricate, hennaed patterns,
like the swirls this girl now doodles on her fist
in blue pen, a design with four quadrants,

a symmetry so confident it must have arisen
from beneath her skin. Will she survive?
She has her compass. She has her knives.
At Fourteen

Who was I at fourteen? Who were you?
Diverted from the real by lives of ease,
could we have stood up, then, and claimed our due

as humans growing hungry for the new
excitement of the mind—things never seen?
Who was I at fourteen? Who were you?

A girl has stood against her world. She drew
the fire of those who guard what’s always been
and stood steadfast against them, claimed her due.

Her courage is a brush that paints a view
of human worlds more worthy—rarely seen
by coddled ones, like me, like you.

The cowards’ bullets aimed to silence truth;
pierce brain and tongue—still both thought and speech.
She fell, but has not failed to claim her due.

And has the fight for rights now been renewed
by blood, the hunger of one child to learn?
This girl of fourteen shames both me and you
if we don’t stand—demand what we all are due.
Nice Girls

Only nice girls need apply, no warriors or warhorses, no advocates or champions of fairness or equity.

Only good girls who learn to creep through the night or hide under blankets and stay out of sight.

Only paper girls who play lifelong their childhood dolls, loose tabs neatly folded out of unsightly view.

Only sweet women wanted, not those who nurture strongly, demand the price of honesty as they force it from themselves.

But warriors who dare speak for truth as they can see it, who grow power in their hearts and wear it fearlessly, can stand in the rooms of their grandmothers’ glories, tell their true stories out loud and free.
It is we sinful women
who are not awed by the grandeur of those who wear gowns
who don’t sell our lives
who don’t bow our heads
who don’t fold our hands together.

It is we sinful women
while those who sell the harvests of our bodies
become exalted
become distinguished
become the just princes of the material world.

It is we sinful women
who come out raising the banner of truth
up against the barricades of lies on the highways
who find stories of persecution piled on each threshold
who find the tongues that could speak have been severed.

It is we sinful women
now even if the night gives chase
these eyes shall not be put out.
For the wall that has been razed
don’t insist now on raising it again.

It is we sinful women
who are not awed by the grandeur of those who wear gowns
who don’t sell our lives
who don’t bow our heads
who don’t fold our hands together.
In response to Father Piero Corsi, who called on Italian women to engage in “healthy self-criticism” over the issue of men murdering women

Today we must shake out our spotted sheets and bring our soiled linen to the light; we must fall on our knees confessing our faults and scour our kitchens for stains; and with what stern purpose we must seek those specks that infect our murky hearts, sweep them out and sluice them down, our starkest imperfections undone. And, today, too, we must lather and scrub till our sins are all rinsed clean; when our souls will shine like brand-new pins where seraphim may dance if they will; and today we must launder the rags of our guilt and lift and beat the carpets of our shame, bleach the great bowl of our wanton lust and not omit to scrub around the rim. We must roll up our sleeves and find His grace in the scalding and the starching of our hearts, our salvation in our cooking pots, our glory in the great gift of our days. All this we must do with a blessing on our lips and humility and patience in our hearts; but, Father, take heed, we are half of all there is and, in sisterhood, we sing and we shine.
Anatomy of Birds, Part 1: Furcula

The work of soaring is arduous, requires more than muscle alone, requires the delicate architecture of mostly hollow bone. The fused and forked clavicle of a bird—we call it the wishbone—allows her to bear the rigors of flight, stretching and then recoiling with each powerful wingbeat. (Can you hear it? The fiercely whispered whoosh slicing air?) Downstroke and release. Let’s call it resilience, what pushes the songbird forward, what propels the hawk! Oh, let’s remember this living bone can flex!
Dove Tale

A mourning dove rests on her soft nest
in a window box among my pink petunias.
Her eggs fragile, but warm as stones.
I do not coax her with crumbs
or the memory of flight,
the quick river hatching fish below.
She is a devoted mother—
more than feathers, wings,
a soft sack of bones.
Crouched among the blooms,
I imagine she rehearses a silent poem;
it does not rhyme with “flowers.”
Perhaps her mind is still as Buddha’s,
does not rise and fall like mine,
hatch like the moon, wax or wane or sigh.
Horses of Pain

To ride on horses of pain and remembering,
where fires ignite the rivers
and soldiers with lamp-blackened boots
thunder on cobbles;
to ride to the place of no escape
where the green flash is as quick
as a shot to the head,
where crops lie flattened
and a woman keens by a broken wall,
where rib-latticed dogs scavenge
and a bucket of water is worth more than gold.

Along the street where markets stood
pools the rust of yesterday’s blood.
To live like this or die without warning,
to wonder when your son will come home,
how your daughter can be kept hidden
as your house falls in; donkeys run toward the hills
and a youth with burning eyes wears
a girdle that will blow him into the stars;
where mouths pucker but no spit comes
and the peach tree withers
that once was the bounty of summer.
Mirror Image

For those who see that evil looks
Like live written backwards
(And for those who cannot),

Let us live for that day when
We see evil come up from behind us
And no one looks away.
World Geography Lesson

1.

(1950)

Home was where

The few dying
Embers of the olive

Were always warm
Enough to warm

The cold, weathered insoles
Of our shoes

Before we trudged
Off to school.

2.

School was where
The teacher kept warm

By thrashing us
With an olive stick

When the answers
To his questions

Were not what he wanted
To hear.
3.

The first flowers caught
Rearing their heads
Through the snow
Were always wild
Yellow crocuses in early,
Early spring.

4.

(2012)
Half-way across the world, home was where
Such a flower spoke
A language the Taliban did not want to hear.
I Will Greet the Sun Again

[From Sin: Selected Poems of Forugh Farrokhzad, translated by Sholeh Wolpé]

I will greet the sun again,
greet the stream that once flowed in me,
the clouds that were my unfurling thoughts,
the aching growth of the grove’s poplars
who passed with me through seasons of drought.
I will greet the flock of crows
who gifted me the grove’s night perfume
and my mother who lived in the mirror
and was my old age’s reflection.
Once more I will greet the earth
who, in her lust to re-create me, swells
her flaming belly with green seeds.

I will come. I will come. I will.
My hair trailing deep-soil scents.
My eyes intimating the dark’s density.
I will come with a bouquet picked
from shrubs on the other side of the wall.
I will come. I will come. I will.
The doorway will glow with love
and I will once again greet those in love, greet
the girl still standing in the threshold’s blaze.
All the Ways You Know to Love Us

ghazal for asa

We are blaze you find such dangerous beauty—
A thousand jewels confined as dangerous beauty.

Veil us in raven-cloth. Paint our windows jet.
For centuries defined: Danger is beauty.

Stone us, ask us to eat your fallen fruit:
Skin is opal rind of danger-etched beauty.

Beat us; brand us; bind our rubied feet.
Ancients declare our kind danger (if beauty).

O, cut out our tender lotus, moist pearl
On which you dined with danger as beauty.

Press us with rocks for two darkling moles;
Obsidian refined what danger owes beauty.

Carve our amber breasts. Adorn us in radium.
Silver strands entwined—Danger us, beauty.

Array us in shrouds of sapphired weave:
Widow-cloth designed for danger in beauty.

Burn us with eternity husbands, onyx
Ash refined to danger...risk...beauty.

Pretend the sky is blind to dangerous beauty—
Sun’s topaz eye divined such dangerous beauty.
Song for Rahim Alhaj

Chords like cries from rubble
his head bent over his oud

he cradles her in his lap
her carved neck angled back

strums like breath
plays the light back into the moon

wind rustles dry leaves
tears fall like shooting stars

embers in the night
he carries his mother in his eyes

smoke masking clouds
cousins assassinated at taxi stands

first song he ever heard
last song his mother sang

Iraqi lullaby

he cradles her in his lap
How the Night Fish Live

after Adrienne Rich’s Diving into the Wreck

First having learned the Koran by heart,
every word of its six hundred pages,
and in a foreign language,
I put on
my black abaya
that covers me from head to toe.
I am having to do this
not like my father or my
carefree brothers
who play on the sun-drenched beach
but like the woman
I should become.

There is the ocean.
The ocean is always there,
restlessly heaving.
The men know what it is for,
the men with their fishing nets.
For me
it’s a great mystery.

I enter it
step by step until
the water welcomes me,
black water under black sky
lit only by stars.
I enter it
and there is no one
to tell me where this ocean
will take me.

First the water is warm and then
it is cool, then cooler and then
it is cold like those faraway oceans of ice.
My mind is a vessel
pumped full of all they have taught me.
It is a knife, a camera, a compass,
a powerful tool.
The ocean is another story,
a six-hundred-page poem
in a foreign language,
a world I explore
by myself.

And now: I will never forget
what I came for
here among the many who have always
lived here,
swimming with luminous bodies
through the pregnant dark.

I came to explore a wreck.
Words are purposes. My mother says
*You must tell your father.*
Words are maps. My father says
*She will be a housewife.*
I came to see the damage that was done—
erasing faces with acid,
setting wives on fire—
and the treasure that was lost.
I slip out of my black abaya
and swim naked in the sea.
The thing I came for:
truth, the mother tongue,
evidence of damage.
The ravaged face always hidden
behind curtain or wall,
the ribs of a starving child
clothed in threadbare beauty.

This is the place.
And I am here.
My sisters swim silently
around me.

We are the golden ones
born of yesterday’s sunsets.
We are rays of light
searching night’s ocean,
eyes open wide, wondering
how we came to this world.
We dart and shimmer. We
breathe black water.
Her Education

Into the quiet classroom
of the mind comes flying
the furious teacher with a lesson
of fear. This bullet
is not a bullet, it’s merely
a word, something the mouth
makes for the delicate ear,
something the breath sends
that troubles the air, a ballet
of sound moving through silence
that explodes in an image as sudden
as death. Where is the wound?
It bleeds in the minds of a million
grief-stricken girls. They will be
pilots, doctors, warriors,
poets. They will sit on the ground
in the dust, just to learn.
In the twenty-first century,
every girl is Malala.
Malala would not let stone men silence her voice.
We hear her call. Our answer? Mend the fabric of goodwill with the warp and weft of free voices.

Note the female kingfisher’s red-banded breast.
Why not display our wounds as marks of honor?
Blood may flow as we deliver our voices.

How small these grains of rice! Given fire, given water, they swell and stick together—perfume the air with an irrefutable voice.

_The idea of making a footpath was a good one. We will have to find a way when sickness stalks the world to tend each true-throated voice._

Our task is to be as resourceful as cornflowers.
Haven’t you seen how a whole field of blossoms can crowd out the thistles of fearful voices?

Susan, you read books in a library,
carry its card with your name. Still you can pledge “I am Malala” in an ink-black voice.
For Malala on Her 16th Birthday

Dear Malala,
In our country, yours and mine,
hundreds of schools have been bombed
and burned to the ground.
My own in Karachi no longer stands,
and girls are dying all over Pakistan
from their hunger to learn.
How those men hate our schools.

Now my father keeps me at home
to learn from my brothers and their books.
I’m learning new English words now
by finding the translation of the names
of so many who have died
for going to school here.

In Islamabad, there was Halima,
which translates as gentle, patient,
from Amal, I learned hope,
and from Ghada, beauty.
In Swabi, there was Ishraq, radiance,
and from Tahira I learned purity.

In Quetta, there was Nur,
which I learned is light,
and from Latifa, I learned kindness,
from Sabat, truth,
from Nunat, blessings,
and from Khalida, I learned immortality.
And for your birthday, dear Malala,
I gather each of these, like precious jewels,
chanting their names in Arabic and English,
and send them all to you. For their sake,
please don’t stop speaking out
for me and all our sisters.

With love and respect,
I remain Khawlah,
which now I know
means lonely.
Into the Light

Malala, Malala, your lullaby name
comforts earth’s children
who cringe at the shame
of tearing out flowers, blooding beauty,
ravaging courage with gunshots of pain.
Tyrants fear Truth that wears power down
like the wind and the rain on dark mountains,
patiently surviving grim ages
to shine in the faces of girls
who know what reverence will bring:
less anger, less war, more sharing, more plenty
the powerful gift of love—
education for mothers to lift up children,
help men through the burdens
of problems to come.
Malala is the beacon that shepherds
each struggling gender
into the light.
The Rosetta Stone

Sakineh is a popular name.
Means quietude.
Also, feminine.

Saket ’o Samet is a compliment
paid to young women,
scoring them marriage points.
Meaning: silent and mute.

Saleeteh is an insult reserved only for women.
Means: one who bothers men; a shrew.

Bakereh is a girl with an “unstained skirt,”
a “Miss” as in a girl not yet married.
A female virgin.

And Bakereh-shenasi is a specialty.
Means parthenology, a word not found
in most English dictionaries.
Sholeh Wolpé

**Pickles and Donuts**

Cold basements remind me of the dead
fruit my mother smothered in sugar, the phallic
pickles souring in tight-lipped jars.

I keep my school uniform stained, my
long hair pulled back tight, my walnut
breasts cloaked with baggy shawls,
tell my friend next door, about the red
jam donut beneath our skirts, teach her
the waist-twisting dance of wrapping childhood’s
curtain around her body so soon unfolded
like voodoo air from an uncapped perfume bottle.

I breathe in books that turn my eyelashes
to blue feathers, my eyelids’ veins into delicate
wing-bones that flap and lift, travel me
to an island house on stilt legs.

She eats the stone pages of an old Quran,
comes of age at dusk where bombs fall
on paved roads and the sky rains scalding
lava that streams and streams, carries her
to the sharp edge of the world.
This morning when I heard, I looked in your eyes to find words, hoping, though we speak different tongues, I might find words.

But those I found said only they discovered you too late, bleeding on the floor, though they tried to find words.

Your husband said he beat you with his hands. He won't allow an autopsy, afraid the doctors' hands might find words to accuse him, written there in your blood, as a poem.

When his own last breath comes, may he sigh and find no words.

This evening, I watch rising hawks, turning under faint stars in slow, distant circles and there, for you, I find words.
Bearing Witness

For Jacki Phoenix

If you have lived it, then it seems I must hear it.

—Holly Near

When the long-fingered leaves of the sycamore flutter in the wind, spiky seed balls swinging, and a child throws his aqua lunch bag over the school yard railing, the last thing, the very last thing you want to think about is what happens to children when they’re crushed like grain in the worn mortar of the cruel.

We weep at tragedy, a baby sailing through the windshield like a cabbage, a shoe. The young remnants of war, arms sheared and eyeless, they lie like eggs on the rescue center’s bare floor.

But we draw a line at the sadistic, as if our yellow plastic tape would keep harm confined. We don’t want to know what generations of terror do to the young who are fed like cloth under the machine’s relentless needle.

In the paper, we’ll read about the ordinary neighbor who chopped up boys; at the movies we pay to shoot up that adrenaline rush—and the spent aftermath, relief like a long-awaited piss.
But face to face with the living prey,
we turn away, rev the motor, as though
we’ve seen a ghost—which, in a way, we have:
one who wanders the world,
tugging on sleeves, trying to find the road home.

And if we stop, all our fears
will come to pass. The knowledge of evil
will coat us like grease
from a long shift at the griddle. Our sweat
will smell like the sweat of the victims.

And this is why you do it—listen
at the outskirts of what our species
has accomplished, listen until the world is flat
again, and you are standing on its edge.
This is why you hold them in your arms, allowing
their snot to smear your skin, their sour
breath to mist your face. You listen
to slash the membrane that divides us, to plant
the hard shiny seed of yourself
in the common earth. You crank
open the rusty hinge of your heart
like an old beach umbrella. Because God
is not a flash of diamond light. God is
the kicked child, the child
who rocks alone in the basement,
the one fucked so many times
she does not know her name, her mind
burning like a star.
The Lamps of Night

Child, the lamps of night
burn brightly, softly, as you sleep,
though you in your bed of feathers
may not see them.

The night birds and the bats,
the soft grey feathered moths,
are diving through the streetlamps
as you sleep.

The stars are out now,
ﬂying in circles,
and so are the ﬁreﬂies,
ﬂying in circles
of circles.

Glow worms lie
radiant under straw,
little curled ﬁngers of light,
curled as the moon,
ringed in jewels,
secure in their beds
of straw and leaves
and feathers.

Out in the wood,
near a darkened pool,
stones that no one sees
are glowing,
golden.
There are others too,
enduring and subtle,
lamps of magic, elves’ lamps,
lamps of dreams,
and the tiny lamps
the moon lights
on the leaves
of all the trees.
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